COMPANY Y DANCE TEAM

As we look ahead to the new dance season, we will be organizing our dance team with four new levels! Your dancer will learn about important aspects of the Y mission as they enhance their technique, and broaden their love for dance.

LEVEL 1 – TEAMWORK
Dancers that show significant potential in flexibility, technique, and stage presence. This team will be learning what it means to be a team player and learn how to achieve greatness by using TEAMWORK.

LEVEL 2 – DEDICATION
Dancers that possess basic technique, that they can apply to performing dance choreography. Members of this competition team need to show DEDICATION to their dance technique and performance skills and a drive to grow as a dancer, performer, and artist.

LEVEL 3 – CREATIVITY
Dancers that have advanced technique and quality performance skills. These dancers will focus on the artistry of their dance and the ability to create stories through emotion and movement on and off the stage. This team’s focus is to find who they are as dancers and explore their CREATIVITY as artists.

LEVEL 4 – LEADERSHIP
Dancers are expected to have an advanced level of technique and artistry. Being the highest level of the Company Y Dance Competition Team, each dancer will learn how to be a role-model and will be taught and given opportunities to teach them LEADERSHIP qualities in and out of the dance program. The members of this team will also be considered for our new TA Positions and Student Choreography.